Comparison of the primary structures of eggplant mosaic virus (EMV) and turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMV) coat proteins shows that 32~ of their amino acids are conserved. Alignment of the two sequences requires only one deletion near the N terminus and two insertions at the C terminus of TYMV coat protein. Although the coat protein of EMV is on average less hydrophobic than that of TYMV, structural predictions yield fairly similar conformations for the two proteins, apart from the N terminus. Neither coat protein possesses an accumulation of basic residues able to form the strong ionic RN A-protein interactions observed in several other isometric viruses. The nature of the amino acid exchanges seems to be different from that seen in families of homologous proteins. The highly conserved regions encompass a (probably weak) potential RNA-protein interaction site. Implications for the structure and stability of small isometric viruses are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Tymoviruses are small isometric plant viruses stabilized by strong protein-protein interactions. Their properties have been reviewed recently by Koenig & Lesemann (1979 . The type member of the group is turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMV). The primary structure of its coat protein (Peter et al., 1972) as well as a large part of the nucleotide sequence of its RNA are known (see for instance Guilley & Briand, 1978, and references therein) . No high resolution details on its three-dimensional organization are available, but chemical cross-linking has shed some light on the RNA-protein interaction sites (Ehresmann et al., 1980) and several antigenic determinants have been characterized (Pratt et al., 1980; Quesniaux et al., 1983a, b) .
The primary structure of the coat protein of a second tymovirus, eggplant mosaic virus (EMV), has been determined recently (Dupin et al., 1984) . Since EMV is serologically not directly related to TYMV (Koenig, 1976) and since the stabilities of its virions and capsids differ from those of TYMV (Bouley et al., 1977) , we compare here the primary structures of the two coat proteins and discuss the implications for various properties of the virions.
METHODS
The primary structures of the coat proteins ofTYMV (P-TY) and EMV (P-E) were taken from Peter et al. (1972) and Dupin et al. (1984) . The amino acid sequences were established by automatic sequencing and mass spectroscopic studies of the products of cleavage of the purified proteins by cyanogen bromide, BNPS-skatole, trypsin, chymotrypsin and thermolysin.
A computer program written by G. de Marcillac for a Univac 1100 computer was used to align the protein sequences. Sliding one sequence along the other, it indicated in a two-dimensional plot whether identical amino acids face each other; alignments show up as lines of dots parallel to a diagonal [this program is similar in principle to the simplest program of Staden (1982) ; it does not make use of a scoring matrix].
Assuming that EMV and TYMV derive directly from each other, expected amino acid substitution frequencies between the primary structures of EMV and TYMV coat proteins were calculated the following way: both aligned sequences (as in Fig. 1 ) encompass N amino acids, n~ ~, n,i, n~i and n2j are the numbers of amino acids i andj in the 0000-6621 © 1985 SGM 
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A. DUPIN AND OTHERS first and second sequence, respectively (1 ~< i, j ~< 21 if deletions and insertions are taken into account). If substitutions are random, the number of possible substitutions involving residues i andj :~ i is nl~ n2j + n~j nzi, and the number of possible conservative exchanges is n~, n_,~. The total number of possible exchanges (conservative or not) is N 2, of which N actually occur. The expected numbers of random substitutions and conservations are (nli nzj + n~j n2~)/N and nl~ n_,jN, respectively. If the pattern of substitutions follows the rules established for a large sample of protein families, these figures should be multiplied by the coefficients of the corresponding log-odds matrix (Fig. 85 in Schwartz & Dayhoff, 1978) .
Hydrophilicity plots were computed according to Hopp & Woods (1981) . Secondary structures were predicted according to Chou & Fasman (1978) , taking into account the changes of frequencies of the amino acids close to the N and C termini of helices and ~-sheets, or in their interior (Chou & Fasman, 1974) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Alignment of the amino acid sequences
Visual inspection of the sequences of P-E and P-TY showed that superposition of several tripeptides and one tetrapeptide could be achieved by introducing in P-TY one single deletion, facing Asp 3 (P-E), and two insertions at the C terminus to compensate for the longer polypeptide chain (Fig. 1) . The computer search showed that no major homologies could be found other than those shown in Fig. 1 .
Assuming that P-E and P-TY derive from a common ancestor, 32~ of the residues (including one tetrapeptide and five tripeptides) are strictly conserved in P-E and P-TY. About two-thirds of the exchanges (89 of 127) require only one nucleotide change in the messenger RNA and none requires all three nucleotides of the corresponding codon to be changed. Conserved regions are indicated by boxes in Fig. 1 . These are approximately evenly distributed along the sequence and the number of boxes of each size corresponds well with that expected for a 32~ homology distributed at random along 189 residues, i.e. 27.5 single amino acids, 9.6 dipeptides, 3.4 tripeptides and 0.8 tetrapeptides compared with the observed numbers of 21, 10, 5 and 1, respectively. This situation is very similar to that observed for the isometric phages Qfl and MS2, although their aligned sequences contain many deletions and insertions (Konigsberg et al., 1970; alignment 58 in Dayhoff, 1972) . In contrast, for tobacco mosaic virus, a block of eight amino acids in helix R R and another of ten amino acids in helix L R are conserved in all sequenced strains. In this virus the polynucleotide chain and the protein subunits are arranged along the same basic helix, and the conserved regions correspond to the two s-helical segments that interact with three nucleotides in each subunit (Stubbs et al., 1977) . In no isometric virus yet investigated by single-crystal X-ray diffraction could the RNA or the N terminus of the coat protein be seen in the electron density maps, although in each case the RNA is rigidly linked to the capsid (Harrison, 1983; Rossmann et al., 1983) . The icosahedral symmetry of the surface domains of the shell does not hold for the interior of the virion, and it is possible that RNAprotein interactions differ from one protein subunit to another, even if these belong to the same group of 60 related by strict icosahedral symmetry at their surface domains.
Although the number of boxes in Fig. 1 follows the distribution expected for a random distribution of the conserved residues in P-E and P-TY, their location is unlikely to be defined by chance only. Indeed, we also determined the primary structure of three fragments of the coat protein of another, as yet unidentified, plant virus which we presume to be also a tymovirus. The fragments could be aligned with regions 63 to 68, 108 to 117 and 140 to 166 of Fig. 1 . This virus was about as close to EMV as it was to TYMV : out of 44 residues, 23 matched with P-E and 20 with P-TY. But it is remarkable that in these regions all but one (position 160) amino acids that are common to P-TE and P-TY also occurred in the third sequence (A. Dupin & R. Peter, unpublished) . The fragment corresponding to positions 140 to 166 possesses several remarkable properties: it contains the unique common tetrapeptide, together with a neighbouring tripeptide. The region 144 to 153 corresponds to an antigenic determinant that was found in dissociated TYMV protein only (see below). Peptide 133 to 153 could also be crosslinked in situ to TYMV RNA (Ehresmann et al., 1980) and contains one of the two short sites (positions 142 and 143) that were found to remain bound to viral RNA after dissociation and drastic hydrolyais of the crosslinked virions. Carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance studies have shown that in another tymovirus, belladonna mottle virus, glutamic and aspartic residues are in contact with the RNA (Virudachalam et al., 1983) : two aspartic acid residues are conserved in all three sequences, at positions 144 and 150. This makes this region a good candidate for a protein-RNA interaction site in the tymoviruses. Fig. 1 also shows the regions of approximate homology in P-E and P-TY. Circles indicate amino acid substitutions frequently observed in closely related proteins. They often correspond to exchanges between hydrophobic side-chains of similar size or to exchanges between certain charged and uncharged hydrophilic residues (Fig. 85 in Rice et al., 1984) . We also indicate by crosses substitutions that conserve the non-polar or polar (without change of the sign of the charge) character of the residues. It is striking that only one large region of low homology exists in the sequence. It corresponds to the N-terminal part of the chain (45 approximate homology for residues 1 to 25, and 50~ for residues 1 to 50). Apart from a short stretch (residues 160 to 170) close to the C terminus, the score was above 60~o everywhere else. It reached 100~ for the region 51 to 74.
Coat proteins of both EMV and TYMV contain an exceptionally large number of prolines, reflecting the high cytosine content of the viral RNAs. Neither of the two sequences contains a region rich in basic residues able to undergo strong ionic interactions with the RNA, and the amino acid composition of other tymovirus coat proteins (Paul et al., 1980) makes it likely to be a general property of the family. Such regions, deeply embedded in the RNA, have been found in several small viruses stabilized by strong RNA-protein interactions (for reviews, see Rossmann et al., 1983; Harrison, 1983) . Their absence in the coat proteins of tymoviruses and poliovirus (Racaniello & Baltimore, 1981) is probably a prerequisite condition for the self-assembly in the cell of capsids that, at least for TYMV, are isomorphous with the virions. 
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The exchanges observed in Fig. 1 are tabulated in Fig. 2 . It is striking that glycine residues are highly conserved whereas all seven cysteine positions are exchanged. The 'mutability' of several other amino acids, normalized to that of alanine, also departs from the values observed in families of homologous proteins . To analyse such differences in more detail, we calculated the number of exchanges for random sequences possessing the amino acid composition and structural similarity of P-TY and P-E (see Methods). These figures were weighted using the log-odds matrix corresponding to 250 point accepted mutations (PAMs; Fig.  85 in . This evolutionary distance corresponds to an 80% difference in amino acid positions instead of the 68 % observed in Fig. 1 (corresponding to 150 PAMs), but proved well adapted to the analysis of distantly related proteins, although it overestimates somewhat the exchange rates in the present case. Fig. 2 shows that the exchangeability of all charged and amino-amide amino acids is much lower than expected ifP-E and P-TY behaved as homologous proteins (12 residues are conserved, instead of an expected number of three or four): this high conservation rate may at least in part compensate for the small number of these amino acids in tymovirus coat proteins. As already mentioned, glycine residues are highly conserved, especially when they occur in closely spaced doublets (positions 113 and 114, and 120 and 121, Fig. 1 ). Several exchanges occur at a low rate (A P, A-S, T-P), but several others are unusually frequent (S-R, S-Q, T-L and T-K, for instance). If this observation is confirmed by analysis of the primary structures of more coat proteins of distantly related viruses, it would imply that standard amino acid exchange tables such as those of Dayhoff (1972) cannot be used reliably to establish phylogenetic trees of virus families and/or to predict possible primary structures of putative common ancestors, as has been done for instance for the MS2/Q/~ family (alignment 78 in Dayhoff, 1972) . It is indeed striking that the foldings of the polypeptide chains of the surface domains of tomato bushy stunt virus, southern bean mosaic virus and satellite tobacco necrosis virus are so similar that it has been suggested that these viruses derive from a common ancestor, although there is no obvious similarity in the primary structures of the three coat proteins (Rossmann et al., 1983) . Even if EMV and TYMV derived from a common ancestor, the variability of their stability (Bouley et aL, 1977) would allow amino acid exchanges in their coat proteins that are different from those occurring in homologous proteins, mainly enzymes, that must preserve the stereochemistry of an active site, or immunoglobulins.
Antigenic determinants
No data are available on the nature of the antigenic determinants of EMV but a detailed immunological investigation of TYMV is in progress (Pratt et al., 1980; Quesniaux et al., 1983a, b) . Three antigenic regions have been identified with antibodies raised against virions. They correspond to residues 1 to 13, 58 to 65 and 184 to 190 respectively, using the numbering convention of Fig. 1 . Two other regions (34 to 46 and 144 to 153) have been found in dissociated protein only. Fig. 1 clearly shows why EMV and TYMV do not possess common antigenic determinants (Koenig, 1976) . At best, four residues in 12 are conserved in peptide 1 to 13, five in 13 in peptide 34 to 46 and six in 10 in peptide 144 to 153. Only one residue in seven or eight is conserved in the two other sites.
Only one determinant (positions 1 to 13 in Fig. 1 ) corresponds to a highly hydrophilic region of TYMV coat protein (Fig. 3) . The second one (positions 34 to 46) cannot be assigned with accuracy. The fourth determinant (positions 144 to 153) corresponds to a moderate oscillation of hydrophilicity and the third site (positions 58 to 65) clearly corresponds to the descending part, if not the trough, of one of the deepest minima of the hydrophilicity plot. Similar observations have also been made for tobacco mosaic virus, myoglobin and lysozyme where a better correlation has been found between antigenicity and segmental mobility than between antigenicity and hydrophilicity (Westhoff et al., 1984) . Fig. 3 and 4 show the hydrophilicity plots (Hopp & Woods, 1981) and the predicted secondary structures (Chou & Fasman, 1974 of P-E and P-TY.
Structure predictions
Secondary structure predictions proved very ambiguous at several points. The number of regions possessing a high probability of being in a helical conformation is very low. We included in Fig. 4 segments possessing at least five residues, although Chou & Fasman (1974) argued that a helix containing less than six residues may not be stable on its own. The existence of the predicted helix from P81 to A87 in P-E is questionable. Although it has a high calculated probability of being c~-helical (P~), it contains four alanines and one isoleucine in seven amino acids, rendering it very hydrophobic. In P-TY two overlapping turns are predicted in the region from position 139 to 145. We chose the turn that was also predicted in P-E.
Peaks and troughs occur at similar positions in the two average hydrophilicity plots of Fig. 3 , although their amplitudes may be very different, being often larger in P-TY; several regions that are hydrophobic in P-TY contain one hydrophilic residue in P-E, rendering P-TY more hydrophobic than P-E, on average. P-TY contains three clusters of very hydrophilic amino acids, giving rise to the three highest peaks in Fig. 3 . These include the N terminus of P-TY, much more hydrophilic than that of P-E. The region 75 to 95 is very hydrophobic in both proteins, containing no hydrophilic amino acid. It is the longest stretch of this kind found in the published primary structures of coat proteins of simple isometric viruses.
A similar rather approximate similarity can also be seen in the predicted secondary structures (Fig. 4) . Both proteins contain a few rather short a-helices (20~ of the residues of P-TY; 22 to 29% for P-E) but many/~-sheets and turns, a feature common to several viral proteins (Argos, 1981) . Both C and N termini possess different predicted structures in the two proteins and at several places the helical segments do not face each other in Fig. 4 (P105 to 1108 of P-E has a high Pc(, but is too short to form a stable helix).
The N-terminal arms of P-E and P-TY are among the less conserved parts of the primary structure ( Fig. 1 and 4) . This difference results from many exchanges between hydrophobic and 
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hydrophilic side chains. It is also seen in the helical wheel diagrams (Schiffer & Edmundson, 1967) of the first nine (P-TY) or 10 (P-E) residues preceding the first proline : in P-E each of the three hydrophilic amino acids is surrounded by hydrophobic residues, an unfavourable distribution for a stable c(-helix (Fig. 5) . In the present state of our knowledge of the architecture of tymoviruses, it is not possible to say if the difference between the N-terminal arms of P-E and P-TY contributes to the observed difference in the stabilities of TYMV and EMV (Bouley et al., 1977) . The localization of the N-terminal arm of P-TY in the capsid has been controversial. Peptides 1 to 13 (numbering of Fig. 1 ) could be successfully crosslinked in situ to the viral RNA either by irradiation at pH 4.8 (but not at pH 7.0) or by bisulphite treatment at neutral pH (Ehresmann et al., 1980) . Immunochemical studies (Quesniaux et al., 1983a) , on the other hand, led to the suggestion that it corresponds to an antigenic determinant of the virion, i.e. that it is located at the outer surface of the capsid. These studies were based on tests of the inhibitory capacity of peptides in reaction with antisera collected from rabbits immunized by injections of virions. It is known, however, that about 40~ of the virions release their RNA and partially dissociate when TYMV is incubated for 2 h at 37 °C in a neutral buffer of physiological ionic strength (Lyttleton & Matthews, 1958) . It is likely that antisera raised against virions also contain antibodies against dissociated protein subunits; these antibodies may be detectable by sensitive modern immunological methods. A definite immunological proof that peptides 1 to 13 are at the surface of the virion would require raising antibodies against this purified peptide and testing their activity against the virions. The core of the region that could be crosslinked in situ to TYMV RNA (Ehresmann et al., 1980) is the couple Lys-Asp (positions 143 to 144) located in a predicted fl-turn: it could make specific contacts with the RNA by a combination of hydrogen bonds and charge neutralization (H61~ne & Lancelot, 1982) . According to the secondary structure predictions, none of the regions of P-TY that could be crosslinked in situ to TYMV RNA is able to form the e-helix-turn-e-helix super-secondary structure, a suggested common feature of repressor and other DNA-binding proteins (Sauer et al., 1982) .
Conclusion
The coat proteins of the distantly related tymoviruses EMV and TYMV possess similar structures although the observed amino acid differences and similarities do not correspond to those found in homologous proteins such as enzyme families. One or two more tymovirus coat proteins should be sequenced in order to ascertain which regions of the polypeptide chain are common to all viruses of the family. However, many of the similarities observed between the structures of P-E and P-TY are unlikely to have occurred by chance.
Analysis of the primary structure of P-E confirms several observations already made on the structure of P-TY and helps understanding of why tymoviruses are stabilized by weak RNA protein and strong protein-protein interactions (Kaper, 1975) with little interpenetration of TYMV RNA and protein in the virion (Jacrot et al., 1978) . The possibility of crystallizing virions as well as empty protein shells possessing the same surface structure, combined with the existence of short conserved potential RNA protein interaction sites, makes this group of viruses a very interesting candidate both for high resolution crystallographic studies and for studies on the relative stabilities of virions and capsids possessing RNAs and coat proteins modified by directed mutagenesis.
